Technology is changing how we practice medicine. Sensors and wearables are getting smaller and cheaper, and algorithms are becoming powerful enough to predict medical outcomes. Yet despite rapid advances, healthcare lags behind other industries in truly putting these technologies to use. A major barrier to entry is the cross-disciplinary approach required to create such tools, requiring knowledge from many people across many fields. We aim to drive the field forward by unpacking that barrier, providing a brief introduction to core concepts and terms that define digital medicine. Specifically, we contrast "clinical research" versus routine "clinical care," outlining the security, ethical, regulatory, and legal issues developers must consider as digital medicine products go to market. We classify types of digital measurements and how to use and validate these measures in different settings. To make this resource engaging and accessible, we have included illustrations and figures throughout that we hope readers will borrow from liberally. This primer is the first in a series that will accelerate the safe and effective advancement of the field of digital medicine.
Introduction
Digital medicine products hold great promise to improve medical measurement, diagnosis, and treatment. While many industries have embraced digital disruption, the healthcare industry has yet to experience the improvements in outcomes, access, and cost-effectiveness long promised by the digital revolution. Healthcare lags behind other industries in part because of the regulatory environment, which tends to slow progress as health authorities strive to minimize adverse outcomes.
Developing effective digital medicine tools is an intensive and challenging process that requires the interdisciplinary efforts of a wide range of experts, from engineers and ethicists to payers and providers. Many of the challenges are compounded by the multidisciplinary nature of this field. The advancement of digital medicine stalls when constituent experts speak different languages and have different standards, experiences, and expectations.
What Is the Goal of This Primer?
We believe that effective communication is essential for turning scientific discoveries into commercial products. Having unclear definitions and inconsistent terminology hinders our abilities to evaluate scientific evidence and, ultimately, develop successful medical products.
Our goals with this primer are to: 1 Promote effective collaboration among different stakeholders by providing a common framework of language and ideas within which to collaborate 2 Support the advancement of measurement in digital medicine by clarifying core concepts and terms To achieve these goals, we synthesize the basics of clinical medicine, medical research, regulation, and ethics into an accessible and digestible form and, by clarifying core concepts and terms, we aim to drive the field forward.
This primer focuses specifically on measurement in digital medicine, a foundational component underpinning the decentralization and democratization of clinical care and clinical trials using digital tools. We will also attempt to explicate relationships between digital measurement in research and digital measurement in clinical care. Though these are interrelated concepts, and much technology moves fluidly between research and care, we have chosen the focus on research as this seems to be a logical sequence. The ability to demonstrate reliability and meaningfulness for clinical trials, whether clinic based or otherwise, will ultimately translate into clinical use. Although the research space is fragmented, it is far more cohesive and unitary than clinical care, and we believe that effecting changes in practice across the research domain in a timely manner is a feasible goal, which will benefit patient care both through the translation of new technology and the creation and approval of novel treatments. While our treatment of clinical care may seem sparse, we do attempt to cover a breadth of applicable examples.
This piece is the first in a planned series of primers that will address all aspects of digital medicine. Collectively, the primers will provide a comprehensive introductory resource to digital medicine, equipping all professionals working in the field with the knowledge and language they need to advance the practice of digital medicine and, in turn, patient care.
Who Will This Primer Help?
• Technology experts, including software engineers, designers, data scientists, security researchers, and product managers who want to deepen their healthcare knowledge.
• Academic researchers and industry sponsors of clinical trials, both of whom need to facilitate internal discussions across teams (e.g., data science teams working with protocol designers in the translational medicine teams).
• Clinicians, who will be increasingly exposed to digital medicine in their practice.
• Patients, who we believe will drive more of their own care as the practice of medicine becomes more personalized and consumer-oriented.
How Should You Use This Primer?
In this primer, we use bolded words to indicate important terms or phrases for the field. Where possible, we reference existing definitions. Where we found conflicting definitions, we propose a revised definition. We hope that standardizing terminology will help unify and advance the field. We also recognize that these definitions will evolve over time.
We have organized the primer into three parts: • Part I is an overview of digital medicine, focusing on the software and algorithms that are being used to measure individuals' health and intervene to improve their condition.
• Part II is designed for readers newer to the ethical, legal/regulatory and social implications (ELSI) associated with health research and healthcare. We provide an overview of "clinical research" versus routine "clinical care" and the considerations as a product goes to market.
• Part III introduces terms that classify types of digital measurements, such as digital biomarkers and electronic clinical outcome assessments. It also describes how to think through developing a digital measure for use in a clinical trial setting versus clinical care -and important considerations to ensure the measures are trustworthy, such as the concepts of verification and validation.
Borrowing from the success of our colleagues in cancer immunotherapy, and research in emergency medicine, we have distilled key clinical ontologies and frameworks into cartoon illustrations [1, 2] . We intentionally published this primer in an open-access journal because it is our hope that readers borrow liberally from this work, both using the concepts and illustrations for internal and external presentations and to spark discussions.
What Does Success Look Like?
As leaders in our field have stated before us, if we are successful in "accelerating the advancement of digital medicine, then soon, we will just be calling it 'medicine' [3] . " We share the same vision for the future.
Part I: An Overview of Digital Medicine -Measurements and Interventions
What Is Digital Medicine? Digital medicine describes a field, concerned with the use of technologies as tools for measurement, and intervention in the service of human health [4] . Digital medicine products are driven by high-quality hardware and software products that support health research and the practice of medicine broadly, including treatment, recovery, disease prevention, and health promotion for individuals and across populations (Fig. 1) .
Digital medicine products can be used independently or in concert with pharmaceuticals, biologics, devices, or other products to optimize patient care and health outcomes. Digital medicine empowers patients and healthcare providers with intelligent and accessible tools to address a wide range of conditions through high-quality, safe, and effective measurements and data-driven interventions. Digital products are also used in health research to develop knowledge of the fundamental determinants of health and illness by examining the biological, environmental and lifestyle factors. Digital technologies are increasingly used in observational and interventional research applied to prevention and treatment of disease as well as health promotion. from an electrocardiogram (EKG) reading off a smartphone. Over time, this cycle may become more closed-loop, with less need for human intervention in response to routine changes. More recently, the development of the "artificial pancreas" has combined the CGM with an insulin pump and a computer-controlled algorithm that allows the system to automatically adjust the delivery of insulin to reduce high blood glucose levels (hyperglycemia) and minimize the incidence of low blood glucose (hypoglycemia) [7] .
How Does Digital Medicine Differ from "Digital Wellness" and "Digital Health"? Similar to the way in which "wellness" products differ from those used in medicine, "digital wellness" differs from digital medicine. We use "digital wellness" to describe products that consumers use to measure physical activity or sleep quality -things that might influence their personal well-being. Digital wellness products may include apps or wearable sensors (e.g., Fitbit, Oura ring). Digital wellness products are intended to be consumer-facing rather than used in clinical care as these products often lack evidence necessary to support the medical use of the information they produce.
There are times when it may be appropriate to use "wellness" or "consumer-grade" tools for measurement in clinical research. For example, using an accelerometer manufactured for the consumer market to measure physical activity among research participants enrolled in a clinical trial is common. However, this would require a body of evidence to support this use (see Part III on verification and validation), meaning that high-quality consumer tools can be digital medicine tools as long as they have a reasonable level of evidence behind the measurements instance.
Digital medicine product manufacturers commit to undergo rigorous randomized, controlled clinical studies for their products. Unlike digital products that measure the less well defined concept of wellness, digital medicine products demonstrate success in clinical trials [8] . In this primer, we outline digital products that measure and intervene in all areas of the practice of medicine, extending to and including behavioral health, public health, and population health management.
We have decided not to use the term "digital health" in this primer. While it is one of the buzziest catchphrases in the industry today, it has been so broadly used and misinterpreted that it has no real meaning. Instead, we use digital medicine as the term to describe evidencebased digital products that measure and intervene, including those intended for health promotion and disease prevention. Digital medicine products are evidence-based tools that support health research and the practice of medicine. Digital medicine describes this broad, evidence-based field and does not refer to the narrow use of the term "medicine," which is sometimes interpreted as the drug ("medicine") that is administered to the patient.
Algorithms, Machine Learning, and Artificial Intelligence -Oh My!
The recent explosion of machine learning and artificial intelligence methods, driven in large part by the availability of massive datasets and inexpensive computation, has played an important role in enabling digital medicine products [9] . Whereas traditional health measures represent a snapshot in time -a lab value, a diagnostic image, a blood pressure reading, or a note in a medical record -connected digital devices offer a longitudinal and highly personalized window into human health.
A key component of these systems is the transformation of raw physiological or environmental signals into health indicators that can be used to monitor and predict aspects of health and disease. These data (e.g., from a sensor) are processed, transformed and used to build computational models whose output represent the health indicators of interest. Computational approaches range from simple statistical models like linear regression, to signal processing methods like the Fourier transform, to time series analysis like additive regression models, or machine learning methods like support vector machines or convolutional neural networks.
For example, an algorithm is required to transform the raw data from a 3-axis accelerometer into the more widely usable health indicator of step counts. There are a variety of different approaches to this task, yielding a variety of different performance characteristics [10] . Importantly, the more examples of real-world walking that the algorithm has access to -by people of different shapes and sizes, under different conditions -the greater the opportunity to improve the accuracy of the model.
How Are Digital Measurements in Medicine Being Used Today?
Some digital measurements are already well-established in routine clinical care, like using ambulatory EKG monitoring to detect arrhythmias in cardiac patients [11] . Similarly, remotely monitoring patients with implanted heart devices allows doctors to better follow their cardiac patients, detecting abnormal heart rhythms and problems with the device sooner.
Digital measures are also used in clinical research to better monitor patients and more efficiently assess safety and efficacy. For example, in-hospital ambulatory cardiac monitoring has existed for many years, enabling real-time monitoring of EKG signals. Similarly, portable EKG technologies have also existed, these recorded signals for later analysis. The digital medicine solutions for cardiac monitoring include non-obtrusive patch-based cardiac monitors that may be worn for days at a time, while ambulatory, and remote from the hospital while sending real time signals.
Across therapeutic areas and technologies, digital medicine solutions can solve weaknesses of existing solutions, and can come to market with more patient-friendly packages.
Examples of Digital Measures in Clinical Care
• Recovery, performance, and treatment selection: In patients recovering from orthopedic surgery, app-enabled wearable sensors are increasingly being used during rehabilitation. Digital measurements, such as range of motion and step count, allow remote monitoring of a patient's progress. More sophisticated measurements can monitor in real-time if a patient is doing their rehab exercises.
• Real-time safety monitoring: Digital fall detection systems allow for of elderly and frail populations. Such monitoring often relies on either wearable sensors, cameras, motion sensors, microphones, and/or floor sensors.
• Treatment adherence: One of the thorniest problems in routine clinical care can now be measured under limited circumstances via an ingestible sensor embedded in a medication that, when it interacts with stomach acid, transmits to a patch sensor worn over the abdomen, monitoring when a pill was taken. Abilify MyCite is the only drug combined with a digital ingestion tracking system to be approved in the US [12] . Other innovations, like "smart packs," integrate sensors into the packaging of medicines to record when the drug was administered and deliver automatic reminders to take a medication.
• Multimodal data integration: By combining remotely captured data into EMRs, personal health records, patient portals, and clinical data repositories, innovators hope to improve clinical decision-making and support data-driven medicine [13] .
Examples of Digital Measures in Clinical Research
• Data collected from remote sensors could be used as a novel endpoint for hard-tomeasure conditions like Parkinson's [14, 15] . • Digital measures are being used to assess medication adherence in clinical trials using smart blister packages for investigational drugs.
• Continuous digital measures may allow for the detection of safety events that would otherwise go unrecorded. For example, a wearable cardiac monitor can help reveal arrhythmia in research participants during trials of stimulant use in people with ADHD.
• Digital measures may enable more objective and precise screening for inclusion/ exclusion in a clinical trial. This could expand the pool of eligible research participants, increase diversity of a trial population, and decrease attrition between evaluation and enrollment by returning information to researchers faster.
• Digital measures may inform better decisions about whether to progress a drug from early phase trials to later, larger, and more costly trials. These are known as "go/no go" decisions. Digital measures may be particularly important to inform these decisions where current measures are subjective and/or where there is a high failure rate. For example, in Alzheimer's disease, digital cognitive assessments that afford more sensitive and frequent monitoring, but are not endorsed by health authorities yet, could enable better decision-making about which treatments to advance to the next phase of clinical development (Box 1) [16] . Articles reviewing current and prospective wearable technologies and their progress toward clinical application and the use of medical technology in the home provide additional examples of measurement in digital medicine for readers [11, 18] .
In summary, the field of digital medicine applies the same rigor to the selection, development, or use of digital technology for measurement and intervention that is applied to other areas of medicine.
Part II: Security, Ethical, Legal, and Regulatory Considerations when Adopting Digital Medicine in Research and Care
In this section, we outline security, ethical, legal, and regulatory considerations when adopting digital medicine technologies in clinical research and routine care (Fig. 2) .
Where Does Digital Medicine Fit in within Clinical Research and Care?
Clinical care is familiar to most readers from their own experiences with doctors, hospitals and other parts of the healthcare system. Its primary purpose has historically been to address health problems, and has long been grounded in the interaction between a patient and a healthcare provider. There has been varying progression of healthcare activities toward preventative care and maintenance of wellness. With the introduction of connected technologies, there have also been attempts to move healthcare activities into the home decreasing the need for face-to-face interactions with providers. Clinical care activities include a wide range of diagnostic and treatment processes and procedures such as:
• Real-time monitoring such as the use of continuous blood glucose sensors • Tools for medical adherence such as smart apps and pill dispensaries • Physical rehabilitation tools such as digital activity trackers.
Box 1. An example of how digital measures can improve screening in clinical trials
In oncology trials, one key inclusion criterion is performance status, an assessment of the extent to which potential participants' disease affects their ability to do activities of daily life, which is considered to be subjective and dif�icult to assess accurately [17] . A real-time digital measurement of performance status could reduce the variability of this assessment in trials and help ensure enrollment of the intended patient as a research participant.
Digital measurement in medicine will not replace clinics or clinicians entirely, nor would we want them to. The delivery of clinical care such as intravenous drugs or surgery, and the value that patients place in their relationship with their provider, cannot be replaced by digital tools. Nonetheless, when used appropriately, digital measurements can improve care by giving clinicians more complete information. Also, transferring some practices out of the clinic and into patients' regular lives, for example passively measuring sleep quality with wearables instead of requiring overnight stays in clinics, can enhance access to care and reduce cost.
Continuous at-home monitoring also raises a new set of practical issues: Who will monitor the data? Who will be responsible for acting on it if it indicates a need for action? How will providers be compensated for these tasks? Although organizations like Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative (CTTI) have made inroads in addressing the first two questions, the field will need to address these issues and adopt consensus solutions for these tools to be truly integrated into clinical care [20] .
A defining moment for any medical product, whether drug or device, is when the product goes to market. From this perspective, the industry splits into "premarket" research activities, drug and device development in the life sciences and biotech, and "postmarket" National governments are responsible for establishing national medicines and medical device standards and regulatory authorities that determine what claims product manufacturers can make when they go to market in that country [21] . As of 2015, 121 of the 194 members of the World Health Organization had a national regulatory authority responsible for implementing and enforcing product regulations specific to medical devices [22] . For example, in the United States, the FDA serves this function. Across the Atlantic, this oversight is provided by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and in Japan, the Pharmaceuticals and Medical Device Agency (PMDA).
Regulatory Considerations
There are countless articles and books that discuss regulatory considerations associated with medical product development. We will keep this section brief and provide key concepts and frameworks to consider.
It is essential to understand that regulatory agencies like the FDA regulate medical products (like drugs and diagnostic devices) but not the practice of medical care. Structurally, the FDA has six centers, with three most relevant to digital medicine developers:
1 Center For Drug Evaluation and Research History (CDER) 2 Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER) 3 Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) [23] .
Box 2. Interventional studies
In interventional studies, participants are typically randomized at enrolment to either receive the investigational intervention (experimental arm) or the placebo/current standard of care (control arm).
Comparing how participants in these two groups respond allows us to understand the safety and ef�icacy of the intervention.
Drugs and Biologics
Clinical trials for drug and biologic development are organized across phases (Fig. 3) , and the results of these trials are reported to CDER or CBER, respectively.
Preclinical studies test the drug in vitro (test tube or cell culture) and in vivo (animal) models.
Phase 0 started as an informal stage designation that companies used to describe non-drug studies that are exploratory to prepare for the upcoming or ongoing drug research. At this phase, methods of measurement, or specialized techniques may be tested without the risks associated with administering an investigational medicine. In 2006, this phase was formalized by FDA guidance to include studies that use tiny doses of a drug (< 1% of expected therapeutic dose) in healthy volunteers to determine if the chemical properties of the drug warrant further development [24] .
Phase I "first in human" trials test the drugs in healthy human participants. The goal of this phase is to assess the safety and tolerability of the drug by starting with low doses on a small number of healthy people (e.g., < 15 participants) and progressively increasing the doses toward the expected effective concentration. Safety is monitored and measured in all subsequent phases as well. These studies are often conducted in highly controlled and specialized inpatient clinics.
Phase II trials enroll larger groups of patients with the medical condition of interest, and begin to test for efficacy, while attempting to establish dose and frequency schedules for the final drug product.
Phase III is most often the "pivotal" stage of testing in which definitive evidence of efficacy and safety must be developed in multiple large trials. The endpoints of these trials ultimately serve as the evidence for the label claims that regulatory agencies allow pharmaceutical companies to use when marketing a drug.
Phase IV trials, also known as observational or postmarketing surveillance are a hybrid of research and clinical care. In these trials, the drug is already licensed for use and is being prescribed to patients. The purpose of Phase IV trials is to monitor the effects of these new therapies in order to identify and evaluate previously unreported adverse reactions. Phase IV trials allow sponsors (biopharma and device manufacturers) to see how the product is performing in the "real world." These trials also provide an opportunity to test the therapy in new demographics and find new markets, often resulting in label expansion, where the sponsor can make claims that the drug works for additional types of patients/diseases beyond the original use (Box 3). Novel digital tools are being adopted at different rates in different stages of clinical trials, most likely because different trial stages are associated with different levels of risk to the sponsor. Phase III is an unlikely place to see novel measurements of any kind, as disrupting a large complex trial and risking the primary endpoint(s) could be expensive and harmful to the development process. Whereas, implementing exploratory efficacy measures in a small, early stage safety trial may be inexpensive and introduce minimal risk to the primary endpoint(s). Sponsors are now deploying digital tools in Phase I, II, and III trials as digital measurements need to be relatively consistent in early stages of trials to develop the necessary evidence both for internal decision making and regulatory approval.
Pre
The regulatory terms that describe tools, methods, materials, or measures that can potentially facilitate the medical product's development are drug development tools (DDT) or medical device development tools (MDDT) ("tools" are different from "devices" at the FDA, which we will discuss later) [25, 26] . The FDA has also released a request for comments on Prescription Drug-Use-Related Software (PDURS) for software that is developed for use with prescription drugs (including biological drug products), which may include but is not limited to tracking drug ingestion, calculating the appropriate dose, sending reminders to take the drug, or providing information on how to use a drug [27] .
There are also combination products, which contain both a drug and software that meets the definition of a device because of its function [28] . For example, Abilify MyCite, which is a drug-leg, drug-device combination product comprised of aripiprazole tablets embedded with a software-based ingestible event marker intended to track drug ingestion. Patients can opt to share these data with their healthcare providers or caregivers [27] .
Medical Devices Similar to the approval process in FDA's Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) and the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER), medical devices in the Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) go through a process for clearance or approval. However, in the case of medical devices, regulators generally pay more attention to technical and design aspects of the product when considering the safety of medical devices -and particularly those that operate non-invasively may have more predictable effects than introducing a novel chemical to the body. All novel drugs are considered dangerous until proven otherwise, but medical device studies can be adjudicated as posing non-significant risk based on design criteria [29] .
Box 3. Real-world data
Clinical trials in all phases are increasingly including data captured during routine clinical care such as electronic healthcare records and claims data. This is driven in large part by the passage of the 21st Century Cures Act which tasked the FDA with considering this type of data during the approval of new medical products. Clinical trial designs leveraging this routinely captured data will be the focus of a future digital medicine primer and will include discussion of how this digital data can improve trial success, yield more generalizable �indings, and support novel trial designs such as synthetic control arms.
CDRH is often the point of contact for digital medicine developers who are building software-as-a-medical device (SaMD) products [30] . Although in other sections of this primer, we have used bold to indicate a key phrase, we will break tradition for this one term and use quotes around "device," because a "device" is a Term of Art at the FDA, which means that it has a precise and specialized meaning. CDRH is responsible for regulating "devices" but not tools. As such, we limit our use of the term "device" in this primer to be consistent with the FDA's definition for a "medical device" (See "Changes to Existing Medical Software Policies Resulting from Section 3060 of 21st Century Cures Act") [31, 32] .
For the US market, it is important to distinguish that the FDA does not regulate what the product actually does, but rather what an organization claims the product does.
For instance, let us say Product A and Product B are exactly the same mobile sensor technology, i.e. the same hardware, firmware, and software/algorithm that produce a measurement. If Product A states that the intended use of this measurement is for a wellness purpose, it likely is not regulated. If Product B says the intended use of this measurement is to make a diagnosis, then it would be considered a "device" and regulated by the FDA. This means that the exact same product can be developed and marketed either as a "device" (and thus, regulated) or not a "device" (and unregulated) simply through a change of words, and no change in hardware or code. For example, at the time of this publication, a Fitbit is not regulated by the FDA as it does not claim to serve a medical purpose. Therefore, a Fitbit is considered to be a digital measurement tool or a mobile sensor technology but, not a "device."
Put another way: asking "is my digital product a medical device?" is not the most useful question. A better question would be about the intended use of the product (i.e., is the organization making a medical device claim?). Generally, answering this question is not easy, which is why many software manufacturers will spend millions of dollars on regulatory consultants. The FDA has an open-door policy where it encourages organizations to come early and often during product development. This is why it is good practice to initiate the conversation about regulatory designation of the product early. A good starting point is with FDA's Division of Industry and Consumer Education (DICE) [33] .
As tools develop multiple functions (e.g., can measure step count, and heart rate, and tremor and can be tailored to specific populations), these digital measurement technologies may be used for either medical product development or commercial clinical care activities [34] . Whether the software is a "device" is ultimately determined by a regulatory body and likely will depend upon the software's intended functions.
Medical devices can presumptively be classified by risk profile, currently defined by the FDA as Class I, II, or III in order of increasing risk; Class I devices require little safety testing. Today, around 50% of medical devices fall under this category, and 95% of these are exempt from the regulatory process [35, 36] .
Devices that perform a similar function to an existing device on the market (a predicate) can be approved simply by demonstrating that it is at least as effective and no more dangerous than the existing device. This pathway is called 510(k) clearance. As devices increase in risk -meaning they have the potential to cause harm either by a malfunctioning or by providing bad information -there becomes more of a burden on the manufacturer to demonstrate safety and efficacy both from a technical perspective and in controlled human trials.
Of note, many medical device companies, including digital medicine developers, will bypass Class I and strive to get their devices categorized as at least Class II, because this category is generally the lowest risk class that is also covered by insurance, enabling greater access. Notably, Apple's first FDA-cleared product, an ECG over-the-counter (OTC) (e.g., non-prescription) app, was categorized as Class II [37] .
Class III devices pose a high risk to the patient and/or user (e.g., they sustain or support life, are implanted, or present potential unreasonable risk of illness or injury). These types of devices represent around 10% of devices regulated by CDRH [36] . Implantable pacemakers and breast implants are examples of Class III devices.
Historically, the focus of CDRH relied heavily on a concept called a "predicate," which is a legally marketed device (e.g., already on the market) to which a new device would claim equivalence. Whether or not a proposed device has a predicate impacts the regulatory pathway the device can use. For instance, a "de novo" classification does not need to have an existing device on the market to compare to.
Notably, in the fall of 2018, the FDA made a sweeping announcement that it is evaluating a rehaul to de-emphasize its predicate process and while this is probably a positive move to better treat patients, it will take some years to move away from the current system [38] .
Many people do not realize that there is also a difference between FDA-approved and FDA-cleared. "Approved" indicates that the device successfully completed an FDA Premarket Approval (PMA), which evaluates the safety and effectiveness of Class III high-risk products. "Cleared" indicates that the device successfully completed a 510(k) pathway, which are for lower risk-level products (Table 1) .
It is a herculean task to comb through existing FDA "guidances with digital health content" [39] . A good starting point includes the guidances on General Wellness: Policy for Low Risk Devices, Mobile Medical Applications (MMA), Software as a Medical Device (SaMD), and Clinical and Patient Decision Support (CDS and PDS) Software [40] [41] [42] [43] . The FDA has been taking a forward-looking stance on how to handle digital products, including machine learning and algorithms, and streamline the regulatory process.
For instance, the agency is piloting a Software Precertification (Pre-Cert) Program with companies like Apple, Fitbit, and Samsung participating [44] . This program would allow software manufacturers a more streamlined review process, making it easier to release new software versions to market if the organization is precertified. The Pre-Cert program draws heavily on the International Medical Device Regulators Forum (IMDRF) definitions and categories for software-as-a-medical device (SaMD) [45] . SaMDs (e.g., software-only products like apps and algorithms decoupled from a hardware component) may be subject to more flexible regulations than software-in-a-medical device (SiMD) (e.g., traditional software contained within a pacemaker).
The 21st Century Cures Act (Cure's Act), signed into law on December 13, 2016, amended the definition of "device" in the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act to exclude certain software functions, including some described in many existing guidance documents. FDA has been assessing how to revise its guidances to represent current thinking on this topic. There has been a recent trend to allow more digital products to go straight to market. For instance, the Cure's Act made clearer distinctions as to what is considered a regulated medical device, versus a wellness product or a digital technology that is not a "device" (e.g., an electronic health Decision criteria Product demonstrates "substantial equivalence" to a predicate (e.g., no independent assessment of the product required)
Probable benefits of the product outweigh probable risks
Requires independent assessment of the product's safety and effectiveness record, EHR) [46] . The distinction between those digital products/technologies that are considered medical devices, and those that are not, is a hazy one. Determining the nature of a digital product is especially challenging because the FDA has other mechanisms like enforcement discretion where the FDA may determine that the product is a "device," but chooses to not regulate it [47] . As these decisions are continuously evolving, some helpful resources to navigate the area include the FTC Mobile Health Apps Interactive Tool and the FDA Division of Industry and Consumer Education (DICE) [48, 33] . There are also papers that draw a comparison of European and US approval processes (e.g., mapping the EU CE Mark to the FDA framework) [49] .
In Europe, a working group led by NHS England has developed "Evidence Standards Framework for Digital Health Technologies" to make it easier for innovators and regulators to define what "good" looks like within digital medicine [50] . There are many groups across the world working towards a more streamlined vision. The Digital Medicine Society is developing a resource on their website (www.dimesociety.org) to keep track of the different standards, papers, and frameworks [4] .
Although regulatory authorities have the final say as to whether the digital product is a medical "device," the organization that develops and markets the product can make many choices that influence the likelihood of being classified as a medical device. For example, organizations choose what claims to make about the product, how much evidence to gather to support those claims, and which markets to enter (and subsequently, which regulatory bodies to be regulated by).
The downstream consequences of these decisions include who can access the product, under what circumstances and for what reasons, and who is likely to pay for such access. Talking with the appropriate regulatory authority early and often is important during the product development process; it will minimize surprises and develop a forward-thinking regulatory strategy.
Put simply: CDRH is primarily concerned with whether a digital medicine tool, including both hardware and software, is safe to use and accurate for measuring what it claims to measure. If the manufacturer of that system does not claim it has a medical use (e.g., diagnostic, monitoring), they will not be regulated by CDRH. Agencies that evaluate new medicines, like CDER and CBER, care about whether the observation being made by a digital tool (concept of interest) is valid for the way it is being used in regulated research (context of use). Table 2 is a "cheat-sheet" of the primary pathways to market through CDRH for a software product.
Ethical Considerations
As more digital tools are deployed in health research and care settings, new questions emerge about how to use them responsibly and ethically. In this section, we introduce a few terms and describe:
1 Ethical principles and how we are collectively responsible for shaping ethical practices in digital medicine.
2 Regulatory review processes in place to protect research participants. 3 Tips and resources for doing research with digital medicine technologies.
Ethical Principles and Our Responsibilities
Anyone developing and/or testing a digital tool for use in disease prevention and treatment should be aware of the regulatory requirement to obtain Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval prospectively when involving people as research participants. The development of the IRB peer review process stemmed from egregious acts whereby researchers disregarded the rights and welfare of research participants. One example is Here, we describe the ethical principles and follow with the how the regulations and Common Rule are implemented in practice. The three core principles of biomedical ethics described in the Belmont Report are at the core of research ethics and should be carefully considered during the study design phase and ethics review process [51] .
Respect for Persons
This principle is demonstrated through the informed consent process, which occurs when a person is given the information needed to make a sound decision about whether to volunteer to willingly participate. How this information is conveyed is important because volunteering to be a research participant is different from, say, accepting terms of service (ToS) to access an app, or signing a consent form to obtain medical care. In the latter, a person will not be able to access the app if they do not accept the ToS nor will they receive medical care if they do not sign the medical consent form. Consent to participate in research is a choice that an individual can only make if presented with information in a setting conducive to good decision making. There can be no coercive actions (e.g., high incentive payments, free services) that may compromise an individual's ability to volunteer. The informed consent process involves more than signing a form to document voluntary participation -it is the first of what may be many interactions between a participant and the research team and is part of developing a trusted relationship.
Another important consideration is a person's technological literacy. For informed consent to be meaningful, participants will need to be "tech-literate" enough to understand the specifics of how their data will be obtained and used. Likewise, concerns about privacy are often raised when discussing the passive and ubiquitous nature of the tools used in digital medicine. Attitudes and preferences also vary across generations, with older adults preferring more privacy control compared to teens and young adults [52] .
All these concerns suggest a need to better educate prospective participants -and yet, integrating these concepts into the consent process is not easy. Moving forward, this charge will require a commitment from the medical community to provide accessible public-facing educational modules. For example, one way to improve tech literacy might be to include a brief animation describing the difference between de-identification and anonymity when describing data sharing practices, or an illustration of what it means to store data in a cloud. A participant may also think that if the study team has access to their health data in real-time, 24/7, then that means someone is paying attention to them (which may not be the case). Clarifying these concepts is important and how best to do this will require experts in instructional design who can deliver creative educational content. Coravos 
Beneficence Beneficence is where an evaluation of probability and magnitude of potential harms are weighed against the possible benefits to a participant, the people they represent, and society. Determining risk of harm is a somewhat subjective process, yet worth breaking down. We need to consider potential sources of harm and try to quantify the likelihood of something going wrong as well as the consequences. For instance, if a technology collects and then transmits a study participant's location data to a publicly accessible or non-secure website, the likelihood of a loss of privacy is 100% for all users -yet the consequences will vary. For most people, these will be negligible, but for domestic abuse survivors or undocumented migrants, consequences might be severe. Thus, the same hazard presents a low risk for most, but high risk for some important others. Thinking about how to safeguard data and manage data sharing protocols is an important consideration when applying the principle of beneficence and one that researchers, IRBs and research participants need to think about carefully. When using third party commercial apps or measurement tools, it is critical that ToS and End User License Agreements (EULAs) be reviewed to ensure they do not introduce unnecessary risks to the end user be it a research participant or patient.
Other factors specific to risk assessment include the type of potential harm (e.g., physical, psychological, economic, social) as well as the duration and severity of harm to research participants. Research is inherently risky because we are learning something that is not yet known. Research participants are often told about risks as an odds ratio. For example, in studies that include a test for maximum oxygen uptake, participants are required to exercise to exhaustion. There is a 1 in 12,000 chance that a healthy individual doing this study will have a cardiac event that may lead to death. Because of this particular risk of harm, the research team can mitigate risk by having access to personnel and equipment used to treat a cardiac event. Having this information, an individual can decide whether they want to take that chance or not.
Within the domain of beneficence is the need for the digital measurement tools to be valid and reliable (see Part III). There is no potential benefit of knowledge gain if the study is poorly designed and the tools are not trustworthy. The old adage "garbage in, garbage out" (GIGO) is a serious concern and one that must be addressed by doing the appropriate studies early to ensure the products, regardless of whether there is a medical claim, are safe and produce useful data.
Justice
This principle focuses on the fair distribution of the benefits and burdens of research and recruitment protocols that are inclusive of those most likely to benefit from knowledge gained. With digital tools, we have the opportunity to reach a more diverse audience, including those in communities where health disparities are most prevalent. To do that requires that we design technologies that are accessible and, in some cases culturally tailored. With that in mind, including end users in the development process who represent a wide cross-section of our society is one way we can be responsive to the principle of justice.
For example, in a study designed to increase physical activity in refugee women, the researcher decided to use a wrist worn accelerometer to assess daily movement. The participants were given the sensor and shown how to use it. One week later, the researcher returned to gather the measurement tools and found that no data had been collected. Turns out a wristworn mobile technology was culturally unacceptable and drew unwanted attention to the women, so they did not wear it [53] . This story sheds light on the fact that while digital tools should improve access to health research and health care, they can also perpetuate disparities and prevent access if not well designed and deployed.
When Is an IRB/REB Needed?
Because of past harms associated with research involving human participants, there is an expectation, and in many cases, a regulatory requirement that an ethics committee review will take place in advance of the research commencing. In research supported by the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) or under FDA oversight, this review process is carried out by an Institutional Review Board (IRB) that is registered with the federal Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP) [54] . These regulations were initiated in 1974 as part of the National Research Act.
The involvement of an IRB in behavioral and biomedical research is common globally, though often by other names, such as a research ethics board (REB) or "research ethics committee." In the US, an IRB is required to have a minimum of five people, including scientists, non-scientists and someone who is unaffiliated with the organization. An IRB can be a part of the organization conducting the research (i.e., medical center or university), or operate as an independent fee-for-service entity.
The IRB is responsible for reviewing research that involves human participants to evaluate the probability and magnitude of potential harms to research participants and weigh these risks against the potential benefits of knowledge to be gained. The IRB also reviews the proposed research to make sure that participants selected to participate represent those most likely to benefit from its results. Moreover, the IRB wants to make sure that people who are invited to participate in research have a good understanding of the study purpose and what they will be asked to do. This process of sharing study information with a prospective participant is called informed consent and is a central tenet of biomedical research.
Federal regulations and accepted ethical principles are in place to guide the conduct of "research" so that the science is rigorous and the participants are protected. In any research, an important step is to determine if people involved in the testing phase are considered to be human participants in the research. The federal regulations include definitions for what qualifies as "research" and "human subject" and addresses the responsibilities of the organization and research team.
Rather than go into detail here, we suggest that you contact the IRB affiliated with your organization to discuss the process for getting approval to test a product on humans. The IRB review and approval is usually needed if the activity is considered to be research and, the people involved with testing meet the definition of a human subject (e.g., clinical or nonclinical research). This is true regardless of whether the product is seeking FDA clearance or approval.
IRB Review Criteria and Pathways
Depending on the risk level (e.g., minimal or greater than minimal risk of harm) and type (e.g., psychological, physical, economic), there are three review pathways:
Exempt from the Common Rule The exempt classification is appropriate if the study procedures pose no more than a minimal risk of harm (e.g., observation of public activities, survey of adults, analysis of existing data). The concept of minimal risk is defined in the federal regulations and means that the risk to a participant, whether it be physical or psychological, is no greater than what they encounter in normal daily life [19] . When a study is exempt, it means that the Common Rule does not apply to the research. Normally, the IRB makes the decision about whether a study meets the criteria for exemption. Coravos 
Expedited Review
To qualify for an expedited review, the study procedures may not exceed minimal risk of harm and must align with one of the criteria described in the regulations [55] . For example, if the research involves collection of biosamples, noninvasive clinical testing (e.g., sensory acuity, moderate exercise by healthy volunteers), or examination of existing data like EHRs, it may be eligible for an expedited review. However, studies that are designed to carry out safety and efficacy testing of a medical device are probably not eligible for an expedited review and will be reviewed by a convened gathering of IRB members. The only difference between an Expedited and Convened Committee review is the number of people involved. An Expedited review can be conducted by a subset of the IRB membership which is usually the IRB chair and one other member.
Convened Committee Any study that does not qualify for Exempt or Expedited review is evaluated by a convened group of IRB members. For research covered by the Common Rule, documentation of informed consent is required; however, sometimes that requirement can be waived.
Once the type of review is known, an IRB application is developed by the research team that includes a detailed research protocol and a draft of the informed consent document. The protocol will briefly describe the scientific literature that the study is building from, as well as the study aims, procedures, participant inclusion criteria, risks, benefits, risk management, data management, investigator qualifications, and informed consent details. The IRB will review this protocol application to evaluate whether the risks are appropriate in relation to the potential contribution to science and benefits to people like those who participate in the study.
Application of Ethical Principles
Researchers have applied these principles and relied on IRBs to help shape ethical research practices for nearly half a century. However, as digital products are increasingly used in health research and clinical care, all relevant stakeholders have a collective responsibility to think proactively about how to conduct digital health research ethically and responsibly. While IRB approval is an important step in the process for identifying and mitigating risk in studies, it is truly the responsibility of developers, researchers, and clinicians to be a part of the ethical decision-making process. Simply stated, we cannot outsource ethics and hope for the best.
Digital Medicine Ethics Resources
Of course, these regulations and ethical principles are sometimes difficult to put into practice. Because the use of digital methods is relatively new, accessing resources at the protocol development phase is important. Over the past few years, several initiatives have begun to address the ethical, legal, and social implications (ELSI) of emerging technologies. A few focus specifically on AI broadly (e.g., autonomous vehicles, facial recognition, city planning, future of work). AI initiatives presently underway (e.g., AI Now, A-100) are wellfunded and global collaborative programs. Others addressing digital medicine technologies more specifically include the Connected and Open Research Ethics (CORE) initiative, MobileELSI research project, Sage Bionetworks and the CTTI, which are described below.
The CORE initiative, launched in 2015 at UC San Diego, is a learning "ethics" commons developed to support the digital medicine research community, including researchers and IRBs. The CORE features a Q&A Forum and a Resource Library with over 100 IRB-approved protocols and consent snippets that have been shared by 700+ members of the CORE Network. All resources are tagged for ease of access. For example, you can search the library to find protocols that have used a digital tool in clinical research involving Latino middle-schoolers or breast cancer survivors (see Fig. 4 ).
In addition, the CORE is creating checklists to assist the community in proactive decision making. One checklist was inspired by a psychiatrist who had recommended to a patient that he use a mobile app to help with managing his daily patterns and mood. Upon closer inspection of the app's ToS and privacy policy, the clinician realized she was inadvertently putting her patient at increased risk because the app was sharing their personal information with third parties. The checklist prompts researchers to think about ethics, privacy, risks and benefits, access and usability, and data management (see http://thecore.ucsd.edu/dmchecklist/) ( Table 3 ) [56] .
The MobileELSI project is led by investigators from Sage Bionetworks and the University of Louisville with a goal of understanding the scope of unregulated mobile health research to inform the development of a governance model. The increase in public access to technology has led to everyday citizens becoming involved self-experimentation, a form of "Citizen Science," which is largely unregulated as it falls outside of traditional regulatory requirements. In addition, technology companies are increasingly involved in biomedical research. Neither are obligated to apply the federal regulations to protect research participants unless, of course, they are developing an FDA-covered product or are conducting federally funded research. The MobileELSI project will develop recommendations to guide the conduct of unregulated digital medicine research.
Sage Bionetworks and its governance team have led the charge in creating accessible informed consent templates for use on smartphone that enable digital medicine research. For example, the "Elements of Informed Consent" toolkit ( Fig. 5 ) is available to researchers to help them think through developing an effective informed consent process on a mobile device [57] .
Another source for guidance is the CTTI. CTTI has developed recommendations, resources, and practical solutions to facilitate responsible practices in mobile clinical trials [58] .
Ethics when an IRB Review Is Not Required
When research involves retrospective analysis of existing data or prospective observation, testing or experimenting with people to generate "generalizable" knowledge, an IRB review is needed. Generalizable typically means that the results will be shared through peerreviewed publication or presentations. The need for an IRB review is relatively clear in the world of premarket clinical trials, but the lines defining human research in the postmarket, commercial world have been less obvious. Some instances of A/B testing may be considered human subject research, depending on whether an organization intends to share knowledge broadly or use it internally to improve their product or service. For example, Facebook found itself in hot water in 2014 after testing different versions of its Newsfeed with users to study emotional contagion. Had the results been kept internal to Facebook for product improvement, it would have flown under the radar for needing an IRB consult. However, they published the study results to share knowledge produced with the public.
Sharing knowledge is believed by research ethicists and the scientific community to be a responsibility to society -which is certainly a good thing. In this case, though, many users were outraged about being involved in research that they did not consent to. In effect, more than 800,000 Facebook users had become inadvertent research participants [59, 60] . The takeaway message here is that ToS and EULAs are not a substitute for informed consent [61] . People want the right to opt-in to being involved in biomedical research, and that is a clear call for respecting the ethical principle of "respect for persons." Yet, when we are doing work that is technically not research, what is our ethical obligation? In software development, the way user data has been treated has an emerging history of malfeasance. This practice is likely due to the lack of universally agreed upon guidelines and standards. We strongly recommend that those involved in the developing digital medicine field adopt ethical principles to guide responsible practice when guidelines are lacking.
In response to the lack of guidelines and exploitation of consumer data, new regulations have emerged that speak to consent and privacy concerns. The General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) was passed by the EU parliament in 2016 and took effect April 2018. The GDPR was designed to harmonize EU privacy laws, protect EU citizens' data privacy, and change how organizations, regardless of where they are located, process and manage EU citizen data. An important change that the GDPR introduced was the need for companies to obtain explicit informed consent separate from a ToS or EULA. This shift from consumers being helpless data subjects to empowered actors in the digital data economy is moving to the US. In 2018, California passed the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) which, when implemented in 2020, gives consumers control over their data and requires that companies like Facebook and Google explain what data they collect, what they do with it, and who it is shared with [62] .
Prioritizing Data Rights and Governance
New digital tools, such as digital biomarkers, can capture an unprecedented amount of information about users, including fine-grained behavioral and physiological states. Many of these tools are non-invasive and collect data passively, which is certainly more convenient but also runs the risk that people do not understand how much of their digital footprint is being collected or shared [63] . Recently granted patents include a shopping cart that monitors your heart rate and Alexa's new ability to apparently diagnose your cough [64] . Data collected from such technologies could be used by a doctor to make a clinical decision or by an insurer to approve or deny a claim [63] . Society needs to decide how to create systems that will deliver real benefits while protecting citizen privacy and safety [65] .
For example, there is a lot of excitement in the healthcare community to use these tools in postmarket monitoring, or surveillance, to track metrics like safety monitoring and efficacy. Although many of these surveillance techniques in healthcare are still early, security researchers in the tech world are understandably cautious. Put simply: personalized medicine holds great promise for humanity, but it is not possible to have personalized medicine without some amount of "surveillance" -indeed, they go hand in hand. Now that de-identification gets more difficult with the vast amount of data generated for an individual, it is critical to understand who, what, and when does an entity get access to our data [66] . Health insurers and data brokers have been vacuuming up personal details on individuals, to create predictions on health costs based on race, marital status, whether you pay your bills on time or even buy plus-size clothing [67] . Similar data has been used to create "health risk scores" for the opioid crisis, determining who gets access to what types of care [68] . The biases in these types of algorithms have been well documented, exacerbating health disparities -and yet our society lacks clear regulatory interventions or punishment for misuse [69, 70] .
We have all heard about the "Internet of Things" (IoT). What is coming next is the "Internet of Bodies" (IoB) -a network of smart devices that are attached to or inside our bodies, as defined by Prof. Andrea Matwyshyn [71] . Most of the digital tools we have discussed in this primer fit within the IoB paradigm. Matwyshyn argues that using the human body as a technology platform raises a number of legal and policy questions that regulators and judges need to prepare for.
Our healthcare system has strong protections for how to store and share a patient's biological specimens, such as a blood or genomic sample -but what about our digital specimens? With the increase in biometric surveillance from these tools, data rights and governance, who gets access to what data and when becomes critical [65] .
EULAs and ToS, which gain consent one time upon sign-up, are not sufficient as a method to actually inform a person about how their health data -in the form of a digital specimenwill be protected. Our society needs better social contracts with tech platforms that have accessible and meaningful informed consent processes baked into the product itself and can be tailored to adapt as user preferences change over time (Fig. 6) .
As the field of digital medicine advances, and indeed as medicine as a whole advances a process for creation and promotion of policies, we need standards to ensure that people are protected from known and unknown harms due to myriad computational and human factors, including both failures of knowledge and failures of intent on the part of developers.
Security and Compliance Considerations
Any organization that works with personally identifiable information (PII), personal health information (PHI) and direct access to patients is at a high risk for cyber threats. Today with the rise of connected products, even a few vulnerable lines of code can have a profound impact on human life. Healthcare has seen a proliferation of vulnerabilities, particularly in connected technologies, many of which are life-critical: Johnson & Johnson's insulin pumps, St. Jude Medical's implantable cardiac devices, and the WannaCry ransomware attack, which infected 200,000 computers, many part of critical hospital infrastructure, across 150 countries [72] [73] [74] . Vulnerabilities in connected technologies can be exposed by either black hat or white hat hackers. Black hat refers to a style of breaking into networks for personal or financial gain, often illegally without the owner's permission. White hat hackers, or security researchers, perform a style of ethical hacking on mission-critical networks and will employ the policies of coordinated disclosure to the network owner if vulnerabilities are found [75] .
A number of organizations have created protocols to prioritize risk levels of known vulnerabilities. For instance, MITRE, a nonprofit that operates research and development centers sponsored by the federal government, created the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) program, to identify and catalog vulnerabilities in software or firmware into a free "dictionary" for organizations to improve their security [76] . Major agencies that are addressing healthcare cybersecurity include National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), which has published a number of well-documented methodologies on how to quantitatively and qualitatively assess cyber risks, and the FDA, which has released a number of both premarket and postmarket guidances on cyber security best practices.
Researchers and developers should not count on others to implement critical basic protections, but have knowledge of their organizations policies and important contacts, such as the chief information security officer (CISO). For those embarking on this journey, check out "A Cybersecurity Primer for Translational Research" [77] . Newcomers to the field often confuse the concepts of compliance and security. From the Cybersecurity Primer, "Security is the application of protections and management of risk posed by cyber threats. Compliance is typically a top-down mandate based on federal guidelines or law, whereas security is often managed bottom-up and is decentralized in most organizations" [77] . Compliance typically relates to documentation (e.g., for the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, HIPAA), whereas security relates to how the technologies are updated, assessed, and used [77] .
Most modern software is not written completely from scratch and includes common, offthe-shelf (COTS) components, modules, and libraries from both open-source and commercial teams. A tool to help manage potential vulnerabilities is called a "software bill of materials" (SBOM), which is analogous to an ingredients list on food packaging and contains all the components in a given piece of software. The FDA has been investing more time and guidance around sharing SBOMs in both pre-and postmarket settings, and so have medical device makers like Philips and Siemens, and healthcare providers like NY Presbyterian and the Mayo Clinic [78] [79] [80] .
As monitoring and surveillance tools become mainstream, it is critical to have secure and ethical checks and balances. For example, upon graduation from medical school, soon-to-be physicians take the Hippocratic Oath, a symbolic promise to provide care in the best interest of patients. As connected tools increasingly augment clinicians, a critical question emerges: should the manufacturers and adopters of these connected technologies be governed by the symbolic spirit of the Hippocratic Oath? [81] .
Inspired by the traditional Hippocratic Oath, a number of security researchers from I Am The Cavalry, a grassroots organization with ties to DEF CON, an underground hacking conference, drafted "The Hippocratic Oath for Connected Medical Devices" (HOCMD) [82] . The Oath outlines a number of security and ethical principles, including "secure by design" and "resilience and containment" [81] .
While the FDA has not called out the HOCMD by name, in the 3 years since the Oath was published, the FDA has incorporated elements from the five principles across the pre-and postmarket cybersecurity guidelines [83, 84] . The FDA has supported further collaboration between security researchers and connected device manufacturers through the agency-led #WeHeartHackers initiative, which launched in early 2019 [85] .
Many government agencies support initiatives to improve security for medical connected technologies and healthcare delivery organizations (HDOs). For instance, Health and Human Services (HHS), sponsors the Healthcare and Public Health Sector Coordinating Council (HSCC) joint Cybersecurity Working Group (CWG). The mission of the HSCC CWG is to collaborate with the HHS and other federal agencies by crafting and promoting the adoption of recommendations and guidance for policy, regulatory and market-driven strategies to facilitate collective mitigation of cybersecurity threats to the sector that affect patient safety, security, and privacy, and consequently, national confidence in the healthcare system [86] . Coravos 
In summary, as advances in technology enable digital tools to gather ever larger amounts of high-resolution personal health information, core principles of medical and research ethics must be integrated at every step, beginning in the design phase. Methods common to the consumer technology industry for obtaining agreement to corporate ToS, including privacy policies, are not sufficient or appropriate for obtaining informed consent from users, be they patients receiving care or participants in health research. The field of Digital Medicine must develop innovative ways of ensuring that the values of respect, privacy and trust are not lost in the pursuit of better data.
Part III: Categorizing Types of Digital Measurements

Are Digital Measures the Same Thing as "Digital Biomarkers"?
In some cases, yes. But not always. Determining the best term boils down to what you are measuring and for what purpose. Although we worked hard to minimize jargon in this paper, this section will have more technical terms because we strive to use the same language that regulators use to categorize types of measurements, and we want to arm developers with the right language and frameworks to work with regulatory bodies.
The FDA and NIH came together in 2016 to create the BEST (Biomarkers, EndpointS, and other Tools) glossary resource to help clarify terms in this confusing space [87] . BEST defines an outcome as any "measurable characteristic… that is influenced or affected by an individual's baseline state or an intervention as in a clinical trial or other exposure."
Let us start by reviewing differences between biomarkers and clinical outcomes (Box 4). The purpose of medicine is to improve health and reduce the risk of an early death. Outcomes are essential measures to determine whether the practice of medicine is working. Outcomes can be clinical outcomes or biomarkers.
A clinical outcome "describes or reflects how an individual feels, functions or survives" [87] . For example, "average gait speed" for walking bouts greater than a certain number of steps measured over multiple days outside the clinic may be a direct measure of mobility, which is one component of physical functioning.
A biomarker, on the other hand, is "a defined characteristic that is measured as an indicator of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or responses to an exposure or intervention, including therapeutic interventions" [87] . For example, a biomarker could be measuring hemoglobin A1c in diabetics to determine an individual's average blood sugar level over the past several months. For biomarkers, think "signs," not "symptoms," which are more likely a clinical outcome. Most of the time, biomarker measures are not the things that are necessarily meaningful to patients -but the measurements might be accurate representations, predictors, or monitors of underlying biology and disease.
Box 4. Types of measurements in clinical trials
There are multiple types of clinical measurements, like biomarkers, endpoints, and outcomes, which are related but take on different meanings in contexts outside of clinical trials. Biomarker -a de�ined characteristic that is measured as an indicator of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or responses to an exposure or intervention, including therapeutic interventions. Endpoint -an event or outcome that can be measured objectively to determine whether the intervention being studied is bene�icial. Clinical outcome -describes or re�lects how an individual feels, functions or survives. Coravos 
In many circumstances, meaningful clinical outcomes such as survival or the occurrence a cardiovascular event may occur so infrequently that they are difficult or unethical to study directly. Biomarkers provide researchers interim evidence about the safety and efficacy of interventions while more definitive clinical data is collected. In some cases, it may be preferable to use established biomarkers as surrogate endpoints to reduce the risk of harm to patients [88] . Though biomarkers have intrinsic characteristics, they also have contextual ones. Depending on how a biomarker is used, it could have a relationship to a number of other medical concepts as shown in Table 4 ( Fig. 7) [87] .
Although traditionally most biomarkers fall into the modalities of molecular, fluid or imaging categories, more digital biomarkers are being developed [89] . A digital biomarker could be any of the seven BEST biomarker types [89] . The term digital refers to the method of collection as using sensors and computational tools, generally across multiple layers (e.g., a full stack) of hardware and software [90] (Fig. 8) .
Clinical outcome assessments (COAs) are the instruments used to measure clinical outcomes, and include the instructions to participants, scoring models, and protocols for administration.
There are currently four recognized types of COAs (Table 5 ) [91] . Gait characteristics (step-length during everyday walking) may be valid biomarkers to calculate fall risk in certain populations Using a combination of genetic variants to predict the onset of age-related macular degeneration
Diagnosis or health status monitoring Presence or absence of P waves on an ECG trace obtained from a wearable/portable sensor as one of the inputs to a software algorithm to detect AFib that comes and goes (paroxysmal AFib) Tremor detected in a limb at rest with a wrist-worn wearable may be one marker among several to help detect and monitor early Parkinson's disease
Predicting whether an individual is more likely than others to experience a future change or clinical outcome A breast cancer patient's HER2 status can be a predictive biomarker, when it is used to assess whether to treat with Herceptin The number of threshold-crossing events on an intrathoracic impedance signal measured by an implanted device may be a useful biomarker to enrich heart failure clinical studies with people more likely to experience clinical endpoints like hospitalization [107, 108] Evaluating an individual's prognosis, or the likelihood that a disease recurs, progresses, or is cured, or that some other clinical event may happen in the future Using a composite mobility measure to predict future need for long-term care
Monitoring the molecular effects of an intervention Monitoring an antigen released by pancreatic cancer cells (CA 19-9) to judge a treatments efficacy Using a continuous glucose monitor to detect how a patient is reacting to insulin Detecting a safety signal or adverse event Using a simple accelerometer or gyroscope for fall detection
Precisely quantifying the time-course over which a dose of medicine has an effect on the body (its pharmacodynamics)
Sweat chloride may be used when evaluating patients with cystic fibrosis, to assess response to cystic fibrosis transmembrane regulatorpotentiating agents Fig. 7 . The BEST (Biomarkers, EndpointS, and other Tools) Framework. In 2016, the FDA and NIH collaborated to draft "Biomarkers, EndpointS, and other Tools (BEST)," which contains a description of seven types of biomarkers. All of these biomarkers could be measured using digital tools, which results in a digital biomarker. The industry generally makes a distinction between a digitally collected COA and a nondigital one (e.g., a paper questionnaire) by putting an "e" for "electronic" in front of the acronym (e.g., PRO to ePRO, COA to eCOA). Interestingly, though, the lines between technology-based assessments and questionnaires have become blurry. If a wearable monitored your sleep overnight and then in the morning asks when you went to bed -was that evidence from a sensor or a questionnaire? As technologies continue to advance, there is increasing discussion around where digital measurement tools fit within this framework.
What if some of the human raters in the COA examples above were replaced with technology? For example, a medically informed algorithm that processes movement data from a wearable to rate ataxia.
The possibility of a fifth COA to describe digital clinical outcome assessments, and specifically those measurements made using technology, was proposed during a summer 2018 Public Workshop at the FDA, though no firm next step was defined [92] .
Making human assessments digital takes far more work than translating a paper questionnaire into an app and putting an "e" in front of the tool (e.g., PRO to ePRO). eCOAs have unique properties that offer new ways to measure outcomes. What matters is whether the concept being measured is directly meaningful to patients.
Take for example, multiple sclerosis (MS). "Ability to go about my daily activities" is a meaningful aspect of health to MS patients. • A PRO (or even ePRO!) could measure a person's ability to perform activities of daily living through a self-reported survey. Self-reported measures require the person to reflect on and assess their own ability, leading to data that are meaningful to that individual, but potentially fraught with person-to-person variability, and subject to recall bias.
• A PerfO might measure the amount of time it takes a person to walk 25 yards. This is easy to measure and may be correlated with the capacity to perform typical daily activities. This approach has the benefit of not relying on patient recall, but it is an imperfect measure of the real outcome of interest -ability to perform daily living tasks in a natural environment.
• A multimodal product may continuously and passively assess total daily activity (mins), average daily walking speed (m/s), and number of sit-stand transitions per day (n). This is a much, much closer approximation of the meaningful aspect of health than the PerfO or even the "ePerfO," but is not accompanied by the bias and subjectivity of the PRO or ePRO.
We can also combine multimodal data from sensors, questionnaires, and other clinical data (e.g., lab test, genomic tests) to create composite measures or "complex biomarkers" [91] . A composite measure consists of several individual measures that are combined to reach a single interpretive readout. For example, you could use sensor, keyboard, voice and speech data from a smartphone to construct a composite measure for cognition, and augment that measure over time with genetic data to make it more multimodal [93] (Fig. 9) .
Over time, a useful distinction between metric types will be whether the measurement required action by a human intermediary to gather the data. At the passive end of the spectrum, human participation is minimal, and sensors simply capture data as individuals engage in daily activities like eating and sleeping. At the active end of the spectrum, more action by the intermediary is required. This could include a patient entering information into an electronic sleep diary or performing a task like a cognitive test. Hybrids of these two measures that use multimodal assessments and combine active and passive measures will also be valuable. An example is using actigraphy to passively measure when an individual fell asleep, coupled with an ePRO asking the individual to self-report the time.
To summarize, depending on the context in which the measurements are made and the data are interpreted, digital measures likely fit into many of the existing categories for medical Fig. 9 . Human participation. Connected technologies can collect physiological and behavioral data. Some do so passively via sensors, while others (like sleep tracker surveys) may be more active in nature. Some are a hybrid where they will track some metrics algorithmically and then ask for confirmation. 
Why Is Measurement Important in a Clinical Trial?
The goal of any trial is to determine both the safety and efficacy of a new medical product. Measures within the trial process must demonstrate the product's safety and efficacy to regulators before it is allowed to be labeled and marketed for use by patients.
However, measurement in clinical trials does not only inform regulatory decision making. Early in the development of a new drug or novel medical device, a company will make business decisions about whether to advance their new product for further testing. Early intelligence is extremely valuable to biopharma companies, which face a USD 2 million revenue opportunity per day the drug is on the market (or not) [59] . Digital measures allow for the collection of data outside of the clinic, providing a more continuous stream of data points on whether the drug or device is working or not.
Additionally, measurement data from clinical trials informs reimbursement decisions, which impacts the value of the market. In countries like the US that depend on third-party (e.g., non-government) payers, insurance companies need evidence to decide whether to reimburse the manufacturer for their approved product and at what price. In countries with a single-payer system, often the decision about pricing coincides with the regulatory approvals process. Trial success is not correlated with number of measures. It is much more important to select the right measures -those that are the most informative regarding the product's safety and efficacy -rather than the most measures. In fact, medical product manufacturers, regulators, patients, and ethics review boards all worry about burdening participants with excessive tasks, activities, and technologies. The ability of a measure to effectively and accurately operate in the wild (e.g., out of a patient's home and across many geographies and languages) is also a concern. Medical product manufacturers are often reticent to assume even more risk -not just in their new product, but also in a novel measure -without a substantial body of evidence.
Decisions regarding the inclusion of digital measurement tools in clinical trials are complex, affect many stakeholders, and require extensive consideration of factors related to the clinical implications of the measure itself, along with considering the operational aspects of the measure and the potential effects on the trial design and on the participants (Fig. 10) .
How Can Digital Measurement Change Clinical Trials?
Traditional clinical trials collect snippets of data when a participant visits the study site and represent a tiny snapshot of patients' lived experience with a disease or condition . Yet researchers, industry sponsors, and regulators rely on this limited information to make lifeor-death decisions and multibillion dollar investments.
Digital measurements will convert that snapshot into a movie with the ability to collect near continuous data outside the physical confines of the clinical environment, such as in a person's home, using connected products, including smartphones, wearables, implantables, and ingestible devices and sensors. Digital tools enable new forms of research like decentralized clinical trials (DCTs), which are conducted outside of the clinic to capture data about a study participant in their day to day life ( Fig. 11) .
DCTs have a number of potential benefits, including faster participant recruitment, improved participant retention in the trial, greater control and conveniences for participants, increased diversity (e.g., because it is easier to enroll in the first place), and trial results that are more generalizable [94, 95] . whether the data are captured at a site or near the patient (e.g., location), and how the data are captured (e.g., manually or digitally).
DCTs offer a way to make better informed decisions about the efficacy of new therapies. More sensitive, objective measures from digital technologies coupled with a greater density of information -continuously sampling multiple times a day, not just one a quarter -will help the industry fail faster and win more efficiently.
Two features of data collection determine how "decentralized" a clinical trial is [96] : 1 Where are data collected? (i.e., how dependent is the trial on a "site," such as a clinic or hospital center?) In traditional clinical trials, drugs, devices and therapies are administered in a clinic or research hospital. In newer direct-to-patient or remote trials, participant data is collected in the home or in the study participant's natural environment. 2 How are the data collected? (i.e., does collection require an intermediary like a study team or phlebotomist?) In the past, most data were collected via an intermediary -someone from the team would record information in a custom software system and/or case report form. As digital tools advance, we can collect more endpoint-supporting data at home via digital surveys and sensors, and study teams can "visit" patients at home via telemedicine conference calls. This means that more of the data is participant-generated and collected "virtually," without an intermediary.
Putting these words into context, a doctor who remote teleconferences into a patient would be conducting a "remote trial," but they might collect the data manually through a survey, so the study would not be considered a "virtual trial." In contrast, a study team might collect all the data passively from a smartwatch in a clinic, and this study would be "virtual trial" from a data collection perspective, but not a "remote trial" because the patient is in a centralized location.
Notably, the industry has not yet settled on language around these types of trials, which is not unexpected. As a new field emerges, so does a new vocabulary. Historically, some researchers, primarily behavioral scientists, have referred to this style as a communitybased clinical trial (CBCT) as a clinic may not be involved in the intervention being tested [97] . The FDA has been using the term DCT more often in the past few years to describe trials taking place at home or in the community [98] .
What Is Real-World Data?
Real-world is a word we have so far avoided in this primer and is important to define as it is often misused. The regulatory definition of real-world data is the data collected outside of a traditional clinical study, such as a randomized controlled trial (RCT) [99] . These data sources include EHRs, claims and billing activities, product and disease registries, patientgenerated data including in home-use settings, and data gathered from other sources that can inform on health status, such as mobile technologies [99] .
Real-world evidence is the evidence derived from real-world data [100] . In the context of a traditional RCT, if study participants contribute to some measurements at home, such as pain measurement via ePRO or step count from a wearable sensor, many often mistakenly believe this would constitute "real world data." However, these measures would not constitute real-world data because the participants have been preselected for study entry by the inclusion and exclusion criteria of a given trial . They therefore do not represent the overall population in a certain indication. Therefore, when working with clinical research, it is important to focus on the benefits of health-related data collected in natural settings -which may not be classified as "real world" by a strict regulatory definition. (Fig. 12 ) Once you have arrived at a construct to measure and you have some ideas about the way a digital tool could be used to measure it, there are a number of ways to assure yourself and others that the tool generates high quality, meaningful, and trustworthy data. Verification and validation (V&V) are terms that are probably familiar to you if you come from an engineering or product development background. They apply to digital medicine, too. − Verification is the assessment of sensor accuracy (which describes the agreement between the measurement made by a single sensor vs. a ground truth), precision (which describes the agreement between multiple measurements made by a single sensor backto-back), consistency (which describes the agreement between multiple measurements made by a single sensor over longer time periods), and/or uniformity which describes the agreement across measurements made by multiple sensors simultaneously). A sensor that is accurate, precise, consistent, and uniform will "give the right answer every time." By undertaking verification assessments, the investigator can also be assured that the relevant firmware/software that generates processed data is also accurate, precise, consistent, and uniform [101] . Verification answers the question: "did I make the tool right"? Verification is an engineering assessment, and is entirely separate from data collection on human subjects. − Validation is the process of ensuring that the digital measurement tool is meeting its intended use by generating objective data that accurately represents the concept of interest -the specific way in which the patient feels, functions, or survives -that it purports to be measuring. Validation answers the question, "Did I build the right tool"? The concept of validation can be broken down as follows: − Analytic validation: Is the algorithm processing the data to report the measurement of interest? For example, is the algorithm accurately processing raw accelerometry data to calculate gait speed in a particular patient population? − Clinical validation: Is the measurement of interest reflecting the concept of interestthe specific way in which the patient feels, functions, or survives? For example, is gait speed a meaningful measure that reflects the ability of how a particular patient populations feels, functions, or survives? − To answer whether the technology is measuring what its intended to measure (clinical validation) and is correct (analytic validation), developers should work with researchers to ensure that validation studies are well-designed.
The most important concept to remember when considering verification and validation is the separation of the sensor from the endpoint. All sensors can be boiled down to the physical construct that is measured, such as acceleration, temperature, or pressure. Verification testing can be completed at the bench, and is the process of ensuring that the sensor works appropriately. Validation testing almost always involves human subject testing, and is the process of ensuring that the output data from the technology is accurate against a goldstandard (analytic validation) and an appropriate reflection of the clinical concept of interest (clinical validation). Answering the latter questions will often involve testing the technology with human participants, which may require an ethics committee review prior to testing (see Part II). Typically, verification studies happen at the bench without human subjects and so do not require ethics committee review.
Clinical validation has multiple dimensions. We will not go into all of them here, but one example is whether a change in your new measurement is regarded as meaningful by people with the disease. Do the results generated by the tool capture all aspects of the concept you are measuring? Do changes to measurement values predict certain clinical outcomes down the road? Does the measurement respond to an intervention that is well understood to have an effect on the property you are measuring in that population? Can the measure correctly identify those patients with and without the condition (sensitivity and specificity)? Likewise, does that property remain unchanged in circumstances when it should not change? (e.g., in a different population, or when there is no intervention). Of particular note in the realm of digital medicine is the reliance on computational algorithms, whose performance can improve over time given access to more representative datasets (see Part I). The regulatory framework to deal with such systems is under active development at the FDA [102] .
Often, researchers will ask how a novel digital measure compares to a gold standard assessment. We believe "gold standard" is often a misnomer because many gold standards are not necessarily high-quality measures. If the most widely used existing measurement is suboptimal, more appropriate terms include legacy standard, where a new and better measurement has been developed, or current standard, in cases where the standard is acknowledged to be inadequate but no alternative yet exists.
For example, the legacy assessment in Duchenne's muscular dystrophy (DMD) is the sixminute walk test. This is a poor endpoint for a number of reasons. First, it does not apply to the roughly 60% of that patient population who are confined to a wheelchair and cannot participate in a walk test. Second, DMD trial participants typically range in age from 7 years (though this has been noted to be lowering in recent years) to mid-teens, so bias may be introduced in a number of directions; in some cases due to issues of diminished patient volition and in others due to coaching or gaming by parents of young participants. These biases may lead to noise that obscures and signal in the endpoint.
Finally, many consider that the six-minute walk test fails to demonstrate strong ecological validity, i.e. that it is a poor measure of how test performance predicts behaviors in realworld settings. Stellman et al. [103] offer an excellent exploration of the ecological validity of mobility outcomes, including the six-minute walk test, in MS and consider the opportunities for digital tools to improve these measures.
Regardless of the quality of a legacy standard, it is unlikely that a digital measurement will agree perfectly with existing standard. In fact, for this reason, digital measures garner a lot of excitement: they may turn out to be more sensitive than traditional measures or be capable of measuring something researchers have never been able to measure before. Traditional measurements not only provide only a tiny snapshot of information about a patient's experience of their disease, but are also fraught with confounders such as white coat syndrome, where a patient's feeling of anxiety in a medical environment results in an abnormally high reading when assessing blood pressure [15] .
In other instances, a digital assessment may measure an aspect of disease that has been inaccessible with traditional measures. For the DMD example, a more inclusive digital measurement could be of upper limb mobility, which can be applied to a much broader population of DMD patients. However, there would be little utility in trying to tether this new digital measure against the legacy standard of a six-minute walk test.
To summarize simply, if the test can be performed by a good engineer or physicist who flunked biology, then it is verification. If it requires medical knowledge, it is validation.
When Is Something "Validated" Enough?
This depends on the specific application. Tools need to be fit-for-purpose. This means that the level of validation associated with a medical product development tool is sufficient to support its context of use, a regulatory term that refers to a description of how the tool is used and where it is applied [104] .
The CTTI, a public private partnership co-founded by Duke University and the FDA, has developed comprehensive recommendations and resources on developing digital measurement tools for use as clinical trial endpoints [105] . This may be a valuable resource to anyone looking to understand the body of evidence that is required to support the use of a digital medicine tool in a clinical trial.
The Increasing Overlap between Clinical Research and Care
Historically, measures that support research (endpoints) and care (outcomes) were siloed. But that is changing: many clinically validated endpoints used in research will likely transition into clinical care. A number of companies are working towards a universal vision of human digital measurement across the continuum of research and clinical care. Clinical research provides a practical use-case to link (or validate) everyday behaviors and outcomes. Companies that develop digital biomarkers validate these tools through clinical research as a first step towards what may eventually become a validated digital diagnostic or a digital therapeutic.
Similarly, a number of big tech companies are also developing digital measures for clinical settings. In 2018, the FDA cleared a "software as a medical device" (SaMD) for the Apple Watch, which can determine the presence of atrial fibrillation, an abnormal heart condition. This clearance provides a regulatory pathway for companies to create more advanced diagnostics and interventions for the patient, at home, decentralized.
There is crossover in use cases between research and routine care, such as the safety monitoring of trial participants during the course of a clinical study. However, even in such crossover cases, the clinical trial environment is by its nature more structured and controlled than the variety of settings and scenarios where clinical medicine is practiced. 
Conclusion
Our society is hitting an inflection point in digital medicine -more high-quality data than ever can be collected and remotely that can influence high-stakes measurements and intervention in near real-time -and now is the time to shape the healthcare community. There are a number of ontologies, frameworks, and decisions that we need to make to ensure that the advent of digital medicine creates a better healthcare system. Clarifying language and establishing a standard lexicon will advance the field faster, together, and with more trust. This primer is a first stake in the ground, and we expect and hope a common framework and understanding will evolve over time.
Our communities face challenging decisions, particularly ethical ones around surveillance, convenience, personalization, and privacy -and it is important to remember that all systems are first built by humans who design the incentives. Let us build an intentional future that we want to live in, and not an accidental one. We need to ensure that we adopt healthcare technologies that are worthy of the trust we place in them [106] .
